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century reform restored a money economy and taxation
which could be adapted to the current needs of the Govern-
ment. While the west of Europe under its barbarian rulers
was unable to maintain the complex financial system of
Rome, the needs of the East Roman State were safeguarded
by a return to a system which enabled it to pay its soldiers in
money, while, if military force should fail, the diplomacy of
Constantinople could fall back upon the persuasive influence
of Byzantine gold. It was the tribute derived from the
taxation of its subjects which enabled the Empire to main-
tain a regular army schooled in an art of war—an art per-
petually renewed as the appearance of fresh foes called for a
revision of the military manuals. This small highly trained
army must at all costs be preserved: no similar force could
be hurriedly improvised on an emergency. War for the
Empire was no joust, but a desperately serious affair. There-
fore risks must not be run: ambushes, feints, any expedient
by which irreplaceable lives could be saved were an essential
element of Byzantine strategy. To us the numerical strength
of East Roman armies seems preposterously small. As Diehl
has pointed out, Belisarius reconquered Africa from the
Vandals with at most 15,000 men; in the tenth century the
great expeditions against Crete were carried out by a dis-
embarkation force of 9,000 to 15,000. The grand total of
the Byzantine military forces in the tenth century was at
most 140,000 men.
The Empire was always inclined to neglect the fleet when
no immediate danger threatened from the sea. During the
first three centuries of our era the Mediterranean had been a
Roman lake. The only barbarian kingdom formed on Roman
soil which took to the sea was that of the Vandals in North
Africa and before their fleets the Empire was powerless: the
seaward connexions between the East and the West were
snapped. The Emperor Leo even feared that the Vandals
would attack Alexandria: Daniel, the Stylite saint whom he
consulted, assured him that his fears were groundless, and in
the event the holy man's confidence was justified. Justinian
made an extraordinary effort in his sea-borne attack upon
North Africa, but after the overthrow of the Vandal kingdom
we hear of no further naval operations until the Arabs

